Analysis of the interaction between vertebral lateral deviation and axial rotation in scoliosis.
There is a lack of clear biomechanical analyses to explain the interaction of the lateral and axial deformity of the spine in idiopathic scoliosis. A finite element model which represented an isolated ligamentous spine with realistic elastic properties and idealized geometry was used to analyse this interaction. Three variations of this model were used to investigate two different hypotheses about the etiology of scoliosis and to define the forces required to produce a scoliosis deformity. The first hypothesis is that coupling within a motion segment produces the interaction between lateral deviation and axial rotation. The second hypothesis is that posterior tethering by soft tissues in the growing spine produces the observed interaction. Modeling of both hypotheses failed to produce the clinically observed pattern of interaction. Therefore, to find which biomechanical forces were required to produce an idealized scoliosis, prescribed displacements were applied to the model. Production of a double curve scoliosis of 10 degrees Cobb angles required lateral forces on the order of 20 N acting 40 mm anterior to the vertebral body centers. There do not appear to be any anatomic structures capable of producing such forces. Therefore, it seems unlikely that scoliosis deformity can be explained in terms of forces acting on the spine, and understanding of its origins may come from examination of other mechanisms such as asymmetric thoracic growth, or asymmetric vertebral development.